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Weapon-Wounding Tests on Animals Involve the Shocking Reversal of a Past Ban 

In 1983, PETA exposed and successfully campaigned to shut down a U.S. Department of 

Defense “wound lab” in which dogs, goats, and other animals were shot with high-powered 

weapons to inflict injuries, leading then Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger to establish the 

first-ever permanent ban on the shooting of dogs and cats in wound labs.4 In 2005, the U.S. Army 

issued Regulation 40-33, which prohibited the use of dogs, cats, marine animals, and nonhuman 

primates in experiments “conducted for development of biological, chemical, or nuclear 

weapons.”5 However, in 2020, the U.S. Army—in the U.S. Army Medical Research and 

Development Command’s (USAMRDC) “Policy 84”—apparently reversed its position by 

permitting “[t]he purchase or use of dogs, cats, nonhuman primates, or marine mammals to 

inflict wounds upon using a weapon for the purpose of conducting medical research, 

development, testing, or evaluation.”6 

 

Importantly, the 59th Medical Wing of the U.S. Air Force recently adopted a policy stating that 

its own experimentation program “does not conduct Research & Development or training 

protocols involving non-human primates, dogs, cats, or marine mammals”7—the opposite of 

the USAMRDC’s Policy 84, which allows weapon-wounding tests on these animals.  

 

USAMRDC Tries to Keep Weapon-Wounding Tests on Animals Secret 

In March 2022, PETA filed a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for photos, videos, 

and other documentation of tests approved by the USAMRDC “that involve the use of a weapon 

… to inflict wounds” on dogs, cats, marine animals, and nonhuman primates. Although the 

USAMRDC initially stated that it had at least 2,000 responsive records, it later backtracked, 

claiming to have only one such testing protocol record. Instead of embracing transparency, 

USAMRDC chose secrecy, claiming the responsive record to our request is “classified … in the 

interest of national defense or foreign policy.”8 We have filed an appeal for the release of a 

redacted version of the requested information that should have been provided,9 as PETA believes 

is legally required. Taxpayers deserve to know what the U.S. Army is hiding by refusing to 

release details about its shocking weapon-wounding experiments on animals. 
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Biological Differences Between Species Render Test Data Irrelevant10 

The decision by USAMRDC to use live animals in weapon-wounding experiments—including 

attempts to understand the biology of Havana syndrome in humans—is counterproductive 

because the “translation of preclinical outcomes is difficult due to inter-species differences such 

as brain anatomy, behavior, life-span and time scale of biological process, metabolomics rate, 

pharmacokinetic, pathophysiological responses.”11 

 

As an example, “sex differences show inter-species variability with human trials showing better 

outcomes following traumatic brain injury (TBI) for males. By contrast, animal trials … show 

more favorable outcomes for females, with progesterone suggested as having a neuroprotective 

role in animals.”12 In addition, one study evaluating “antibodies to combat neurodegenerative 

disorders indicated an increased neuroinflammatory response in human neural cells [but this] 

response [was] not observed in … microglia of nonhuman animals.”13 Given numerous 

disparities, some experts agree that human models provide better opportunities to study the 

complexity of TBI and its treatment.14,15 

 

Non-Animal Wound Research Methods Are Widely Available 

Modern animal-free technology allows for research into TBI phenomena. For instance, using 

healthy brain tissue from human patients undergoing decompressive surgery for the treatment of 

cerebellar herniation allowed scientists “to develop an in vitro organotypic model of TBI.” This 

“histologically normal” animal-free benchtop model offers a “sophisticated experimental 

[platform] and useful predictor of pathological responses seen following neurological injury”16 as 

seen in human victims of terrorist attacks. 

 

The Likelihood of RF Wave Exposure as a Trigger for Havana Syndrome Has Been 

Rejected by Multiple U.S. Intelligence Agencies 

According to the recent report by the Office of the Director of National Intelligence17 

summarizing work by seven intelligence agencies on approximately 1,000 cases of “anomalous 
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health incidents” observed in individuals with Havana syndrome,18 it’s “very unlikely that … a 

directed energy weapon [such as RF waves] … or … the byproduct of some other activity, 

including electronic surveillance … could have made people sick.”19 In light of this report, the 

aforementioned ongoing experiment funded by the U.S. Army at Wayne State University, which 

involves blasting ferrets with an RF directed energy weapon in an attempt to induce “a 

neurosensory syndrome similar to that which has been found for men and women diagnosed with 

the Havana syndrome,”20 is not only cruel and wasteful but also, frankly, futile. 

 

PETA’s ‘Research Modernization Deal’ Provides a Solution for Human-Relevant Research 

According to the U.S. National Institutes of Health, 95% of all new drugs that test safe and 

effective in animal experiments fail or cause harm in human clinical trials.21 Also, more than 

90% of results from basic scientific research—much involving animal testing—fail to lead to 

treatments for humans.22 As a result, PETA scientists have put forward the groundbreaking 

Research Modernization Deal (RMD),23 which outlines a roadmap and strategy for optimizing 

investment in research to cure disease—by ending funding for strategies that don’t work 

(experiments on animals) and investing in research that’s relevant to humans.  

 

The National Hispanic Medical Association (NHMA), representing the interests of 50,000 

licensed Hispanic physicians in the U.S., establishes in a position statement that it “does not 

conduct, fund, commission, or support tests on animals” and that it “strongly supports PETA’s 

‘Research Modernization Deal.’” The NHMA goes on to note that “[a]nimals used in laboratory 

experiments are biologically, physiologically, and anatomically different from human beings, 

making animal testing a suboptimal and highly error-prone endeavor that costs billions of 

taxpayer dollars each year …. Everyone will benefit from replacing animal experiments with 

more effective human-based medical research, and PETA’s plan provides a guide for how to 

achieve this important transition.”24 

 

The National Medical Association (NMA), the oldest and largest national organization for 

African American physicians, also “does not conduct, fund, or commission tests on animals,” 

and the NMA “strongly supports the vision and plan articulated in PETA’s ‘Research 

Modernization Deal’ that offers a step-wise guide to eliminate misguided experiments on 
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animals and instead prioritize more effective, ethical and economical non-animal research 

methods that will better advance human medical research for all.”25 

 

On September 16, 2021, in a monumental move for scientific research, motivated largely by the 

scientific failings of the use of animals in testing, the European Parliament passed a resolution 

calling on the European Commission to create an action plan to end all experiments on 

animals.26 The resolution, which was proposed by members of the European Parliament (MEPs) 

who reviewed PETA’s RMD, calls for accelerating scientific innovation without the use of 

animals in research, regulatory testing, or education.27 The MEPs have directed the European 

Commission to work with scientists, including those from animal protection organizations, to 

accomplish this goal. 

 

Please, do the right thing by banning on all weapon-wounding tests on animals. You can contact 

me directly by e-mail at MaggieW@peta.org. Thank you for your consideration of this important 

issue. We look forward to your prompt response. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Maggie Wiśniewska, Ph.D. 

Science Policy Advisor 

International Laboratory Methods Division 

Laboratory Investigations Department 

 

cc:  The Honorable Heidi Shyu, Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering 

 (Heidi.Shyu.civ@mail.mil; osd.pentagon.ousd-re.mbx.communications@mail.mil)  

 Kevin Doxey, Executive Director, Defense Science Board (kevin.a.doxey.civ@mail.mil)  

 DoD Office of HSD Animal Protections Programs (osd.re.rt.cto@mail.mil)   

 Animal Care and Use Review Office, USAMRDC (Usarmy.detrick.medcom-

usamrmc.other.acuro@health.mil) 
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